
MEDIO Pier Mount/Column Top 
  

 
 

Footprint: W-9”   D- 9” 
Flat roof: (overall) H-7”   W&D-11.25” 
Hipped roof: (overall) H-8”   W&D-12” 
 
Materials and Finish (see Materials page for descriptions) 

 Hipped roof –  3/16 inch steel  finished with copper-brown rust and acrylic lacquer, renew 
lacquer every 5 years or allow it continue to patina.  

 Bronze with optional patina green finish (no lacquer), or antique brown copper with acrylic 
lacquer finish. 

 Box body - sustainable Brazilian Cherry with teak oil finish.  
 Face  - Hand rolled glass 

                     - Japanese acrylic shoji   
 
Lamping  

 Hard wired LED strip painted with a water resistant resin. 
 Box interior - 5.8 watts, 300 lumen.   
 Optional eave light hipped roof – (min) 4.8   watts, 250 lumen; (max) 9.5 watts, 500 lumen.                                              
 Optional eave light fc on ground at 20 ft radius, 4 ft high (min)     (max) 
 LED warm white (3,000K nominal). Approximately 50,000 hours of operational life (at 25°C 

ambient temperature and 70% lumen maintenance).  Lamping includes a backlight for the 
glass, which passes light through to the ground and three diodes on the bottom of the casing 
which spread a wash of light over the wall and ground. 

 There is some variation in the lamping depending upon the kind of glass and the color.  The 
light includes a back and down light inside the frame and a strip mounted on the bottom of the 
frame.  

 LED strip: UL #E348280 - not tested for use in or around chlorinated or salt water. 
 
Electrical Assembly  

 LED harness painted with a waterproof resin. 
 Input voltage range (VAC): 11 - 15, (Magnetic low voltage transformer or low minimum wattage 

electrical transformer required).  
 12 volt fixture is pre-wired with 12 inch pigtail of 18-2 AWG, 105° C, SPT-1W wire.    
 3 year guarantee 

  
Installation  

 Depending upon the construction of pier or column, it is best to keep wood from constant 
water. Consult your builder. 

 
Electric installation 

 Check your local codes. Most local codes do not require a license to install 12 volt fixtures. 
Electrical contractors may not hook up the lamp itself because while the LED strip is UL rated 
the entire fixture is not. Insurance contracts may restrict the electrician from installing the 
fixture without a rating; however any licensed electrician can run the electrical to the fixture. 
Wire nuts for wet or dry locations are included.  

http://www.templegarden.biz/materials.php#mat1d

